Border Terrier Club of So Calif
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BORDER TERRIER SWEEPSTAKES  Judge: Ms. Sheila Avram Hanna

BORDER TERRIER SWEEPSTAKES Puppy 6 months and under 9 months Dogs.

1/OS  7  WEBE'S BLUE ANGEL , RN23397902  

BORDER TERRIER SWEEPSTAKES Puppy 6 months and under 9 months Bitches.

4  8  WEBE'S CRYSTAL BLUE PERSUASION , RN23397901  

2  10  TREBOL WILD INDIGO OF SUREFYRE , RN23097705  

3  12  OTLEYS MISCHIEF MANAGED , RN23269401  
**Ginger Lemke and Dayna Lemke**.
Bitch.

1/B 14 SHADOWHILLS RISKY BUSINESS,
By CH Kobold Road Warrior -- CH Thistlepatch's Leading Lady at Shadowhills. **Tim Carey**. Bitch.

**BORDER TERRIER SWEEPSTAKES 12 and under 18 Months Bitches.**

A 20 SUREFYRE'S WALKING ON SUNSHINE, RN21954701

2 22 LNDI'S WEBE-LIEVE IN ANGELS,

1 24 GLENLAIR FASCINATING RHYTHM,
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BORDER TERRIER VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES 7 years and under 11 years Dogs.

BORDER TERRIER VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES 7 years and under 11 years Bitches.

BORDER TERRIER VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES 7 years and under 9 years Bitches.
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BORDER TERRIERS

Judge: Mrs. Marion D. Mcpherson

BORDER TERRIERS Puppy 6 months and under 9 months Dogs.

1/W 7 WEBE'S BLUE ANGEL , RN23397902

BORDER TERRIERS Puppy 6 months and under 9 months Bitches.

3 8 WEBE'S CRYSTAL BLUE PERSUASION , RN23397901

1 10 TREBOL WILD INDIGO OF SUREFYRE , RN23097705


BORDER TERRIERS 12 and under 18 Months Bitches.


BORDER TERRIERS Bred by Exhibitor Bitches.


Thistlepatch's Leading Lady at Shadowhills RN. **Tim Carey** . Bitch.

**BORDER TERRIERS Open Bitches.**

2

20 **SUREFYRE'S WALKING ON SUNSHINE**, RN21954701


3


1/R


4


**BORDER TERRIERS Non-Reg Eligible BOB/BOV Veteran Dogs.**

1/B


**BORDER TERRIERS Non-Reg Eligible BOB/BOV Veteran Bitches.**

A

6 **CH THISTLEPATCH WHURLY BURR RA**

**BORDER TERRIERS Best-of-Breed/Variety**


BORDER TERRIERS Non-Reg NOT Eligible BOB/BOV Brace


Bitch.
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BORDER TERRIERS OTTER HEAD

Judge:

BORDER TERRIERS OTTER HEAD Open Dogs.

  9  CH RISTLE FULL COURT PRESS , 
      RN20251605  1/12/2010. Breeder: 
      Kathleen Robinson & Jennifer. 
      Vanniman By CH Duet's March 
      Madness -- CH Ristle Morgan 
      Furchild.  D'arcy M. Downs- 
      Vollbracht Esq & Robert W. 
      Vollbracht . Dog.

BORDER TERRIERS OTTER HEAD Open Bitches.

  10 TREBOL WILD INDIGO OF 
      SUREFYRE ,  RN23097705 
      9/30/2011. Breeder: Mateo Rueda 
      and Guillermo Rueda. By GCH 
      Surefyre's Benny and The Jets RN JE 
      -- CH Bearcreek Nitecap At Trebol. 
      Christine Carr and Constance 
      Bartlett . Bitch.

  20 SUREFYRE'S WALKING ON 
      SUNSHINE ,  RN21954701 
      Skyline SGT Pepper -- CH Surefyre's 
      Pretty In Pink RN JE. Constance 

  34 RISTLE NOTHING BUT NET , 
      RN20251604  1/12/2011. Breeder: 
      Owners. By CH Duet's March 
      Madness -- CH Ristle Morgan 
      Furchild. Kathy & Jim Robinson 
      and Jennifer and Neil Vanniman 
      and D'Arcy Downs-Vollbracht.
Bitch.
